Complete Town Greenway Loop

Greenway Segments Legend
- Silver Lake Greenway
- Neighborhood Trail Loop
- Historical Walk
- Dayton Market Trail
- Future Possible Connections
- Important Nodes
- Town Boundary

Design Summary
The Dayton Greenway aims at connecting many segmented areas of Dayton, Virginia. The Silver Lake, located north of Dayton, provides many recreational activities and is an important linkage within the greenway design. The Dayton Market is another important element in need of connection to the downtown and residential areas of Dayton. The overall goal of the greenway is to create a pedestrian friendly trail throughout Dayton, whether that be a complete redesign of an area or simple infrastructural improvements. The downtown section of the greenway highlights the heritage of Dayton, emphasizing the landmark buildings and history. The neighborhood trail loop provides safe connections for children to school and paths for families to get outside and spend time together. In the future, the Dayton Greenway could possibly connect to the nearby town of Bridgewater, the city of Harrisonburg, and the George Washington National Forest. Overall, the Dayton Greenway will connect this charming town and encourage residents and visitors alike to explore the places around them.